
RIGHT OR WRONG

R1: It was rough, it was tough, Words were said I wouldn’t utter.
Couldn’t get enough lift; They had trouble with the rudder.
The mood was getting bleak and the bros were getting sour
For the hour to flower, they needed more power.
Right! Right! Right!

R2: They didn’t give up, the Brothers Wright would never cave.
They were smart, they were bad they were driven, they were brave.
They knew that they could soar like a bright white kite,
But they had to get it down so they could go up right!
Right! Right!

R3: Their minds were sharp but their heads were bleary.
They made a wind tunnel just to test their theory.
They made the engine block out of light weight aluminum.
That’s all I have to say ‘cause nothing rhymes with aluminum.
Right! Right! Right!

ORV: Today’s the day we’re gonna give our dream a try.
Today’s the day this puppy’s gonna fly.
WIL: When dawn breaks, first light, first flight! Whatever it takes, we’ve
got to get this right!
BROS: Right? ALL: Right! BROS: Right? ALL: Right! BROS: Right? ALL:
Right!
REPORTERS: WRONG!

You can be right! You can be wrong!
Gotta keep fighting all life long!
Give it a go! Give it a try! Gotta let go and fly!
BROS: Right? ALL: Right!
BROS: Right? REPORTERS: WRONG!

What do you know? What do you say?
Gotta keep goin’ every day!
Up in the air, there in the sky!
Double your dare and fly!
BROS: Right? ALL: Right!
BROS: Right? REPORTERS: WRONG!

Fly! Can we fly?
Can we fly? Can we fly?
Can we fly, fly, fly? Fly!

You can be right! You could be wrong!
Gotta keep fighting all life long.
Give it a go! Give it a try!
Gotta let go and fly!
BROS: Right? ALL: Right!
BROS: Right? REPORTERS: WRONG!

What do you know? What do you say?
Gotta keep going everyday!
Up in the air, there in the sky, Double your dare and the fly!
BROS: Right? ALL: Right! BROS: Right? ALL: FLIGHT!

R1: December 17, 1903, the Flyer took off by the deep blue sea.
The freezing wind smack dab in their faces, but the brothers Wright
were off to the races.

R2: Hundred twenty feet at six point eight miles per hour, but the
Flyer flew but it’s very own power.
They really only made it ten feet off the ground,
I’ve been higher on a horse on a merry go round!



R3: Yet, at Kitty Hawk on a winter morn,
the world was changed, a new age was born.
Earth got smaller and man got taller;
Future’s light looked bright as a shiny silver dollar.

R4: What do we learn from the Wright brother’s scheme?
What do we learn from one another’s dream?

Build up, make up, start up, wake up, round up,
wind up, pick up, line up.

Sign up, pile up, clean up, close up,
stand up, speed up, wake up, look up;

Ev’rybody, ev’rybody, everybody gotta look up! What’s up?

ALL: Up! Don’t look down, look up!
Up! When life gets you down, look up!
Up! When days are dark, look up!
Up! When all seems lost, look up!
Up! Never give up. Never give in!
Hang and someday you will win.

Tomorrow you’ll get another chance
to sing your song and dance your dance.
There will always be another day and
that is why I’m here to say:
Look up! Look up! Look up! Look up!

BISHOP: Amen!

ALL: You might think that the world is very gray,
That all is bad; the shadows never go away.

But I’m here to say, it won’t always be night.
Yeah, I’m here to say everything will be alright.

Another day, another way to follow your imagination.
Time, another time, to let your spirt chase your dream.
A chance! You have one chance!
To catch the life that you’ve been chasing.
Go or you can stay,
But say you’re gonna dream another day!

You might think that the sun is going down
and you’ll never wear a smile, you’ll always feel a frown.
But I’m here to say,
“There’s a brand new day!” Yes, I’m here to say,
“Ev’rything will be okay!”

Another day, another way to follow your imagination.
Time, another time, to let your spirit chase your dream.
A chance! You have one chance!
To catch the life that you’ve been chasing.
Go or you can stay,
But say you’re gonna dream another day!

Another day!
Go or you can stay,
But say you’re gonna dream a-noth-er day!
Another day!


